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COMMITTEE NOTICES

CORRECTION to one of the advertised Gloworm events.
Rules for the authentication of designs (section 2.1.3) fix the year of a design by the first publication of its plan or
by reliable evidence that the model was in use before the first publication of the plan. John Sheppard's use of the
design at Cranford in 1960 is documented proof that his Gloworm was flown during the FF Nostalgia era.
Of the five Gloworm events advertised in the issue 157, event 5 should have read FF Nostalgia Duration, not FF
Classic Duration. All the RC events remain Classical, of course.
Thanks to John Dowling and Dave Jackson, whose notifications of the error arrived on the editor's screen mere
milli-seconds apart.

COPIESOF JOHN'S PLAN for the 64" version are available from the Editor. Included are three extra
pages of drawings and construction notes by John. Cost: $18 which includes postage, folded in an A4
envelope. A royalty of $8 per plan will be paid to John in appreciation of the use of his plan in the
development of the Avtec kits. Thanks to Ron Magill for the loan of his original Sheppard-drawn plan.
If you are buying an AVTEC kitset for either the 60" or 64" versions, add $20 if you want a CAD plan.
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INCOMING

I was flyingmy Tomboy in free flight precision at the NI R/C Vintage and Gareth
NewtonMemorial contests at Levinwhen its second flight didn't turn out to be very
precise. This wasn't unusual,
because the only way I have of
determining the engine run is
peering into the thimble tank of
the Mills .75 which is partly
obscured by the cowling. It went
toohigh, pickedup lift anddrifted
over thedreadedmacrocapas. It
was definitely going down when
it disappeared behind the trees,
so should be fairly easy to find, I
thought. Not so. There was no
sign of it on the adjoining
property, now used to train
horses, and it couldn't be seen in
any of the trees. Same result in
the adjoining lifestyle blocks.
The occupier of the adjoining
property (her name is Frankie, in case you lose anything) said she would call me
if she spotted it. The weeks went by and and I had to assume the worst. Losing
the Mills was sad because we'd been together for 50 years. I was at the NI FF
Champs at Carterton about a month later when Frankie called. "I've found your
plane, the stormmust have blown it out a tree because it wasn't there yesterday,"
she said. "I'm afraid it's not in very good shape, I've put it in a bucket. The engine
looks OK, my husband says that's the most important bit."
As youcansee, itwasn't in very goodshape.The fuselage looksworse than itwas,
I was able to fix it and re-cover it. It needed new wings and a tailplane, and now
it's in the air again. The Mills is doing just fine.

Peter Wilson

Dear Bernard

I've just received my one-five-eight
and hasten, though I may be late,
To tell you that in early days
when flying Frogs was quite the craze
I knew not where the name came from
although I lived in land of Pom!

But later as you will surmise
we learned to many's great surprise
An explanation had been found
'twas only "FLY" and "RISE OFF GROUND"!

Best wishes and fly well,
Dick Twomey
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RC TOMBOY RULES for 2017 - 2018

The Committee has edited the rules for the popular RC Tomboy. There is one minor change - in Tomboy E, fliers are now allowed to adjust motor
speed and stop and start the motor. These classes will be flown at the NNI Series in 2017/18, and are recommended for other regional and club
competitions. The Committee also wishes to clarify that Tomboy IC and E are not championship classes, so will not be flown at future RC Vintage
NI Championships or at the Nationals.

MFNZ Vintage SIG Rules for RC Tomboy, IC and E
Note
These rules have been established by the Vintage SIG Committee for regional and club-level competition. They are not a part of the Vintage Flying Rules for championship
competition.

Purpose
To enjoy RC flying (IC and Electric) of the Vic Smeed Tomboy in a competition.

Model
1. The model is an unscaled Tomboy, as published by APS, with 36 inch span wing and small-span tailplane. The model is correct in outline, the airfoil sections

and dihedral are unchanged, and structural material sizes are not smaller than specified. The structure may be strengthened.
2. Wheel diameter is not reduced.
3. The fin and tailplane are modified to accept control surfaces within the spirit of the original design. The elevator is included within the tailplane outline.
4. The wing has one spar in the location shown on the plan. This spar may be strengthened and increased in depth, provided that it does not touch the upper

covering surface.
5. There is no minimum wing loading.
6. Any type of covering material is allowed.
7. Rudder control is required and elevator control is optional.
8. The propeller is non-metal, has two blades, and is non-folding.
9. The contestant need not be the builder of the model.

Classes
There are two separate classes:

1. RC Tomboy IC
a. Models have IC motors up to 1cc (0.061 cu. in.) nominal capacity.
b. Maximum fuel tank size is 3cc.
c. The fuel tank is either integral of the correct capacity or a separate commercially-available unit, or a home-made tank that is approved by the Vintage SIG

Committee.
2. RC Tomboy E

a. Models have any electric motor with direct drive.
b. The motor battery is a 2 cell LiPo with maximum capacity 180 mah.
c. The motor may be stopped and started and its speed may be adjusted in flight.

Flight
1. Launching: The model may ROG or be hand launched by either the contestant or an assistant.
2. Scoring: Three timed flights are allowed. The score is the combined total of the two best flights, each scored as one point per second.
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Proposed Class : RC SPORT CABIN TEXACO

At the 2018 AGM the Committee will propose adoption of rules for a class called RC Sport Cabin Texaco, IC and E. This class is very similar to the
existing Tomboy event that is flown regionally, except that it opens the choice of design to a wide range of sport power models with wingspans in the
range 30 to 40 inches. The proposed rules include a list of 96 examples, most of which are on Outerzone. No doubt many others will be found.

The Committee thinks that this will be a popular and enjoyable class, giving purpose to all those well-loved sport designs that do not suit the more
competitive classes. If the rules are adopted, RC Sport Cabin Texaco will be flown at the NNI Series, beginning with the February 2018 event, and at
the RC Vintage North Island Championships in March. If sufficient interest is shown, the class could also be included in the 2019 Nationals programme.
The following proposed rules will be included as a Remit for adoption at the 2018 AGM.

5.10 RC Sport Cabin Texaco, IC and E (Proposed)
Purpose: To enjoy RC flying (IC or Electric) with sport cabin Power Model designs from the Vintage and Classical periods through managing
a specified energy supply to maximise flight time.

5.10.1 An eligible design is a sport Power Model (see Rule 2.1.1) from the combined Vintage and Classical periods (see Rule 2.1.2), that was not
intended for competition flying and has:

a. A wingspan (unscaled) in the range 30 – 40 inches.
b. A cabin or cockpit with either glazing, or a canopy, or a windscreen.
c. A fixed undercarriage that is either two-wheel or tricycle.

If the plan of an eligible design omits the wing section, the Clark Y section (as used by Tomboy) is substituted.
Examples of eligible designs are listed in 5.10.9. As contestants discover further eligible designs, they will be added to the list.

5.10.2 There are two separate classes:
1. RC Sport Cabin IC Texaco
a. Models have IC motors up to 1cc (0.61 cu. in.) nominal capacity.
b. Maximum fuel tank size is 3cc.
c. The fuel tank is either integral of the correct capacity or a separate commercially-available unit, or a home-made tank that is
approved by the Vintage SIG Committee.

2. RC Sport Cabin E Texaco
a. Models have any electric motor with direct drive.
b. The motor battery is a 2 cell LiPo with maximum capacity 180 mah.
c. The motor may be stopped and started and its speed may be adjusted in flight. ... continued
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5.10.3 Rules 5.10.4 – 5.10.9 apply to both classes.
5.10.4 Radio Control General Rules (see Section 2) apply, except for Rules 2.1.4 and 2.1.6.

Scaling is not allowed and there is no minimum wing loading.
5.10.5 Age bonus does not apply.
5.10.6 Landing bonus does not apply.
5.10.7 Three timed flights are allowed. The score is the combined total of the two best flights, each scored as one point per second.
5.10.8 If scores are tied, placings are determined by the score of the third-ranked flight of the three allowed.

5.10.9 Examples of Eligible Designs

Aston (Woodrow, MA)
Ballerina (Smeed, APS)
Bantam (Hatfull, KK)
Beast (McGovern, FM)
Binatang (Shennan, OZ)
Boom (Fleming, APS)
Boomer (Miller, MAN)
Brigadier 38 (Effinger, Berkeley)
Buccaneer 36 (Effinger, Berkeley)
Buttons (Laumer, MAN)
Cardinal (Smith, Veron)
Changi (Healey, APS)
Chatterbox (Smeed, APS)
Cherub (Smeed, APS)
Chloe (Darr, APS)
Courier (Russo, AT)
Courtesan (Smeed, APS)
Curvette (Laumer, FM)
Cyrano (Laumer, APS)
Daredevil (Ealy, MAN)
Debutante (Smeed, APS)
Diesel Sportster (Ehling, MAN)
Donald (Peckham, MA)
El Petardo (Casa Vega)
Envoy (Shaw, APS)

Fantasm (Campbell, MA)
Fledgeling (Shaw, APS)
Flyabout (Winter, MAN)
GE Cabinette (Ehling, MAN)
Guru (Barrett, APS)
Gyrfalcon (Ealy, FM)
Hummingbird (Plecan, FM)
Infant Sportster (Winter, FM)
Inflammable, McGovern, FM)
Isabel (Read, APS)
Jerseyette (Ehling, AT)
Junior Jim (Jacobsen, APS)
Just Right (Ehling, AmMod)
Kamarad (Moucka, OZ)
KC Cutie (Miller, AT)
Kea (Macdonald, Modelair)
Korker (Willard, MAN)
Lilliput (Shoenfeld, FM)
Magna (Young, Mercury)
Mamselle (Smeed, APS)
Martinet (Frog)
Mascal (Italian)
Mayflower (Healey, APS)
MK Sportster (Fang-Chuin, MA)
Molecule (Garami, AT)

Moss Trooper (Jones. APS)
Nimrod (Frog)
Origo (Fang-Chuin, MAN)
Pappy (Read, APS)
Paragon (Qureshi, APS)
Pepe (Healey, APS)
Peregrine (Twomey, APS)
Pinky (Read, APS)
Pipette (Read, MA)
Pirate (Dean, KK)
Point Five (Slyleada)
Poppet (Read, MA)
Poppet (Smeed, APS)
Pops (Read, APS)
Popsie (Smeed, APS)
President (Hatfull, APS)
Push-up (Laumer, OZ)
Rambler (Howe, MA)
Rover (Dean, KK)
Sandow (Smith)
Scorpion (Williamson, MAN)
Shadow (McGovern, Enterprise)
Sharp Scooter (Laumer, APS)
Shy-Lark (Smith, MA)
Sioux (Wagner, Veco)

Skywayman (Parker, MA)
Small Talk (Pollard, MA)
Smoke Trail, (Foss, APS)
Snipe (Willis, KK)
Snow White (Bridge, APS)
Southerner Mite (Dean, KK)
Starflight (Williamson, MAN)
Super Starduster (Garafolo, Tern
Aero)
Swanky Doodle (Laumer, FM)
Tempo (Larsson, OZ)
Terrier (Lewis, APS)
Titch (Warring, APS)
Tomboy 36 (Smeed, APS)
Topsy (Carnegie, MA)
Tornado II (Plecan, MAN)
Tutor (Frog)
Twin Lizzie (Laumer, FM)
Vixen (Frog)
Week-End (Bayet, MRA)
Wee Snifter (McHard, APS)
Wendy (Fry, MA)
Zephyr (Frog)

Proposed RC SPORT CABIN TEXACO Class ... continued
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FUTURE EVENTS

John Selby Memorial Vintage
Competition 16-17 September

Sameas theN I champswith the name
of the event and date changed. Any
class can be flown on any day. We
won't do simultaneous fly offs. That
means we don't need a programme of
events per day. I'm sure Jonathan will
have further info on the auction closer
to the day. He is only just starting the
sort out process with the family.

Allan Knox

TuakauModelAeroClub(Inc)
The Tuakau Model Aero Club will host a Vintage and Classical
Fun-day Competition and Rally to be held at the Tuakau
Recreational Reserve Sunday 30th July 2017, 9.30am to 4.00pm

Competitors may fly any events. Events will be flown with no
qualifying rounds and with Vintage and Classical classes
combined. There will be no age bonus points. All flights flown as
if they were a fly-off flight - as detailed in the Vintage Sig rules.

Twoof themorepopular classeswill be featureeventswith prizes.

These are:

Vintage andClassical Precision Each competitor may fly three
times with up to 3 different models if desired. Each flight will be
flown as per the Vintage Sig fly-off rules (no age bonus).
Prize: Avtec Jumpin' Bean and Gloworm short kits.

Vintage/classical E Duration Each competitor may fly three
times with up to 3 different models if desired. Each flight will be
flown as per the Vintage Sig fly-off rules with no age bonus or
maximum flight time.
Prize: Jumpin Bean and Gloworm short kit

The winner in each class will be the competitor with the best
individual flight.

Contest director: John Butcher
ph 09 236 9722
email: jjbutcher@xtra.co.nz

September 23 and 24 ………………………… JR Airsail
October 21 and 22 ………………………... Blackfoot
November 18 and 19 ………………………… Tuakau
December – Clear
January – Nationals ………………………… Carterton
February 24 and 25 ………………………… JR Airsail
March 24, 25 and 26 – NI Champs …………… Tuakau.
April 21 and 22 ………………………… Blackfeet
May 19 and 20 ………………………… JR Airsail
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Top sheet with 0.8 mm balsa

Tailplane with Elevators

6.5 x 6.5 Balsa Leading edge

y x

Top sheet with 0.8 mm balsaTop sheet with 0.8 mm balsa

G1

Fin and Rudder

y x
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232,47

Avetek Limited
John Sheppard's Glow Worm

1960 FAI World Championship Model
This drawing is the copyright of Avetek Limited , Auckland , New Zealand

Dihedral

Glue lightweight balsa to
profile and sand

Cut ribs from 1.5 soft
balsa and sand to shape,

skin with light 1.5 Balsa

Optional 12.7 x
9.5 Engine

Bearers

2.5 mm
cross

sheeting
Scrap Sheet fairing

Typical Pod Cross section

3.0 mm balsa

Sheet with 1.5 mm Balsa

Note 1.5 Core Centreline offset

1.5 mm balsa

Typical Pod Cross section

Pod Assembly Detail

3.0 mm hard balsa
1.5mm Ply

6.5mm Balsa infill

9.5mm Balsa infill

Original C.O.G.

70,45

20
0

1.5mm Balsa doubler on joints

5.0 mm Ply
Electric

mounting
plate

GLOWORM One-Design Events and Contest

At the request of theVintageSIG,Avtec has produceda kit for a 64”wingspanGloworm.
This wingspan was requested as its 520 square inch area places the model at sweet
spots for several power options. Events that this model will suit, and suggested power
for the 520 sq inch version are:

1. RC Classical IC Duration .21 engine
2. RC Classical E Duration Nanotech 1500/3/25
3. RC Classical E Texaco Nanotech 460/2/25
4. RC Classical Precision Choice of power
5. FF Nostalgia Duration .21 engine.

The planned Gloworm events are for one-design (rather than one-size) so different
sizes of the design are eligible. AVTEC also produces the Gloworm to the original 60”
wingspan which, with an area of 457, just qualifies for a .20 IC engine, but you will need
to search out your electric options. Any other sizes with power in conformity with wing
area are welcome, as are replicas that are scratch built or use an alternative kit.

Any Gloworm - Five Events - One Contest

Entry into theGloworm contest may be through any of the listed events using the rules
of that event. Fly your model in the event it has been built for and your score will be
recorded normally for that event - the score will also be entered into the one-design
contest. To put the five different events on an equal footing, Contest Directors will
normalise flight scores by converting them to a percentage of the event maximum.
If youmax-out, still put in a fly-off scoreeven if it is not needed for that event asGloworms
entered in other events may have made maximum scores. CDs will normalise fly-off
scores in the same manner as for the rounds.

The Gloworm one-design event will be introduced into the programmes of Vintage
contests and rallies starting in September 2017. Scores will also be recorded on the
Leader Boards. There will be Gloworm events at the 2018 Nationals and Vintage
Championships.Thiswill give themodel lot ofmileage,especially if it is adapted formore
than one event: E Duration, E Texaco and Precision could all be flown with one model
with changes of battery and prop, and a model built for IC Duration would also serve in
Precision.

From: Gwyn Avenell <aveteknz@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Gloworm Kits
Date: 1 March 2017 at 4:11:28 PM NZDT
To: Bernard Scott <scott.scott@xtra.co.nz>

The price for the 60" and the 64" are the same -
$112.00 including GST ex Avetek

The Freight of the kit is about $8:00 inc GST to
anywhere in the North Island

The Plan is $20.00 posted anywhere in the North
Island (inc GST)

Gwyn

Copies of this CAD plan, drawn
from John's original, are available
in either size from AVTEC.

See email belowAll these power
options are available
from Hobby King

mailto:aveteknz@gmail.com
mailto:scott.scott@xtra.co.nz
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BLACKFOOT FLIERS RALLY 21st May Dave Crook

Leading up to the weekend's flying, all indications from the met office were for
unfavorable conditions on the Saturday with both heavy rain and strong winds
forecast. Tony and I held off as long as we could before making the call to cancel
the event on the Saturday, ever hopeful that a miracle would happen and
somehow itwouldbe fineafterall. Thatwasn’t tobeand foronce theweathergurus
were true to form and the right call was made.

Sunday turned out to be fine and clear after an overnight low of -1 but an annoying
wind made itself felt around 11.00 am on top of what was an already cold day.
Martin Evans had put the word out to everyone earlier that it may be best to park
along the roadside as previous heavy rain in Ngatea could possibly make the use
of the farm track tricky, and no onewas going to risk getting stuck. In the end there
were 9 registered flyers recording some 49 flights on the day. Not too bad
considering the conditions.

Due to thewindandcold temperatures itwasveryhard tomuster up thenecessary
enthusiasm, with a few people choosing not to complete their rounds or their fly
offs. A couple of people wisely chose not to fly at all. It was evident that the wind
had an effect on many of the scores as only a few people were able to reach the
fly off stage. TonyGribble once again demonstrated what a Jumpin’ Bean can do,
with another time of over 20 minutes. As Tony’s timer I know this flight was
deliberately cut short as he brought the plane in to land, so possibly flights over
the 30 minute mark are achievable?

John Butcher got in early before the wind arrived and put in 3 top scores with his
Gollywock in Vintage E Rubber Texaco. With his main rivals in this class, Keith
Trillo and Wayne Cartwright, both sitting this one out John decided a fly off was
not necessary.

As can be seen in the results, 6 classes comprised of only one person flying that
class. This is certainly not the norm andwas obviously down to the conditions and
low attendance but it does give an indication of the wide choice of Vintage aircraft
that people can choose to build and enjoy flying.

As far as flying conditions went I felt that once you were at a reasonable altitude
the air up on high was very pleasant and the planes were certainly not getting
bucked or tossed around.Going backwards perhaps but certainly nothing nobody
could handle. Closer to the ground was a different story however.

On behalf of Tony and myself and the Vintage SIG we would like to thank Martin
and Paul Evans for the use of and the excellent preparation of the Blackfeet field,
and also all those people, pilots and time keepers that came out and braved the
final event of the season.

Get building, everyone, and we look forward to doing it again starting in
September. Stay tuned.

Cheers, Dave Crook

REAR: Men at Play FRONT: Men at Work
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BLACKFOOT FLIERS RALLY 21st May Dave Crook

R1 R2 R3 RTotal FO Total
Vintage Precision
Tony Christiansen Playboy 200 200 200 600 198 798
John Butcher RC 1 200 200 200 600 193 793
Stuart Lightfoot New Ruler 200 200 200 600 193 793
Bernard Scott RC 1 181 200 200 581 581
Tony Gribble Stardust Special 179 188 178 545 545
David Squires Gas Buggy 188 188 163 539 539
Dave Crook Playboy 185 200 143 528 528

Vintage IC Duration
Tony Christiansen Playboy 260 260 239 759 759

Vintage E Duration
Stuart Lightfoot New Ruler 174 134 246 554 554

Vintage A Texaco
Bernard Scott Simplex 451 592 709 1752 1752

Vintage E Rubber Texaco
John Butcher Gollywock 620 620 620 1860 1860

Vintage 1/2E Texaco
Dave Crook Tomboy 740 664 1404 1404
Tony Gribble Stardust Special 670 647 1317 1317

Classical 1/2E Texaco
Tony Gribble Jumpin’ Bean 720 720 1440 1237 2677

Vintage E Texaco
John Butcher RC 1 600 620 620 1840 1840
Dave Crook Lanzo Bomber 620 620 620

Tomboy E
Angus Macdonald 463 417 880 880

David Squires with Gas Buggy

Delightful half-size sport / cabin Eros by Martin Evans
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BOB BURLING MEMORIAL RALLY Levin 18th June

Sunday 18th was a brilliant day for vintage - almost calm, and shirt
sleeveweather once thedaywarmedup.Asusual, the club turnedonhot
drinks and food. Thanks to Jonathan in particular. There was a wide
variety ofmodels and I think half of themwere just flown for fun.Anumber
stood out. John Curtis had a really nice big .91 4 stroke powered 150%
Buzzard Bombshell and at the other end of the scale Bernie andBob had
very cute little English designs from the 1950s, a Cardinal and Vic
Smeed's Courtesan, there was also an unidentified amphibian.
Some flew competition classes. Five in Precision, which is always the
most popular. George did well with his Tomboy - it was his first
competition for 60 odd years! Texaco Open remains popular, and I
encourage anyone with a large 4 stroke powered model to fit it with a
Texaco tank for the event. Thesemodels have the ability to get very high
on a long slow run and then thermal well, even if they are a bit heavy.

Vintage Precision
Alan Sissons 516
George Brickell 534
Jonathan Shorer 596
Bryan Treloar 759
Allan Knox 800

Vintage E Texaco
Allan Knox 1781

Open Texaco
Ian Munroe 1246
Bob McGrath 1414
Allan Knox 1732

Vintage IC Duration
Bryan Treloar 566

Vintage A Texaco
Ian Munroe 1838
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HAWKES BAY - the next Vintage Hot-Spot ? Barrie Russell

We've enjoyed several contributions to AVANZ News from
members of Model Flying Hawkes Bay. Brett Robinson's fine
photograph of Barrie Russell's sleek Super Slicker was on the
cover of issue 157 and his images from the NI Vintage Champs
were inside; then there were build updates from both of these
(who can forget the world's second-largest Popsie?) as well as
fromHarvey Stiver with his Playboy build. Barrie has been what
some overseas SAM chapters would call the Spark Plug for
Vintage in Hawkes Bay, and continues to stimulate interest
through organised flying days as the following report shows.
Photographs of recent/current HB builds on the next two pages.

Greeting All,

A quick progress report on the Vintage Scene within the club. The weather today dawned perfect for our
second attempt - last Thursday being blownand rained out. Three of us turned up at Awatoto Field, Barry
Price with his Quaker Flash, Brent with his Lanzo Bomber and self with the Slicker and Tomboy. Harvey
was all packed and charged and ready to set sail until he found his tree had blown over the neighbour’s
(Bob Whitburn ) drive last night, so it was away with the tranny and out with the chainsaw, .. well that’s
his story anyway !

Conditions were near perfect, a very light sou’wester and then around to a light sea breeze, and warmed
up nicely after a chilly start. Barry put in some good flights and Brett and I tested our models in the RC
ElectricVintagedurationcomp rules (20secmotor run)andup toa6minute flightwith spot landingpoints.

Not a lot of lift around, so6minuteswasbeyondusbutBrett
nudged the 5 minute mark a couple of times, the Lanzo is
a great big floater. [ Barrie, you both did better than you
thought - the maximum for E-Duration is 5 minutes, plus
age and landing bonuses if they apply ] I triedmyTomboy
in the RC½E-Texaco ruleswhich limit thebattery capacity
to 360mah and minimum wing loading to 8oz/sq/ft which
meant adding 3.5 ounces of ballast to reach the required
12 ounces (1.5 sq/ft/wing) . Themotor can be stopped and
restarted during the flight so it all comes down to throttle
management and finding some rising air. I managed a
couple of maximums, 12 minutes and landing bonus
points, quite a challenge and a lot of fun and not much
electricity left !

On the building scene, Brett has nearly finished the
construction of a 36 inch Tomboy so there will be some
serious competition upcoming. Barry Price is just starting
a 78 inch Stardust Special, and I have just had the plans
reduced to build a 72 inch Stardust which I can fly in the
Vintage RC Texaco class with a 500mah 2S battery as I
have a number of them over from our
earlier Tomboydays.Gavin has acquired a
Tomboy and I understand is nearly
finishingaBuzzardBombshell. I alsohave
it on good authority that Stan is
contemplating a vintage build.

BarrieRussell
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WORK in PROGRESS Brett Robinson

Hi Bernard,

Attached are some update photos of my
Lanzo, aka the “Balsa Overcast.” Bare
frame with electric motor, ESC and
batterycameoutat62ounces! So Iguess
with the covering on, rear wire struts and
centre spreaderwires for the landinggear
added it will finish up around the 70 oz
target mark. Since I took the pics, I have
got most of the covering done now.
Where does pne five metre roll of Hobby
King film disappear to?? I'm on my
second roll and still have the fuselage to
do. Once I’m done and the beast has
flown, I’ll put together a build report, from
getting the kit to first flight, for both our
newsletter and yours.

Barrie and I are encouraging interest in
holding a ‘Vintage morning’, maybe a
Thursday, as we have at least seven or
eight guys down here with vintage
models. Will just be a fun fly morning at
this stage and perhaps later on some
NDC flying and a few comps could be
held, depending on interest. I will keep in
touch with you about this and take a few
photos to send to you when there is any
‘vintage action’ on the field.

Cheers, Brett
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WORK in PROGRESS Barrie Russell

Here is the progress onmy 70 inchStardust Special. (560 sq/
ins.)
Making those rear fuselage formers certainly makes the set
up a lot easier and more accurate rather than just using ¼
square balsa. The bottom ones I did from liteply and the top
from 1/8 balsa.
I won’t finalise the motor firewall or front cowling till last when
I seewhat theweight andbalanceetc. comesout likeand then
decide on the power plant. Imight even consider a removable
enginemount so I canusealternativepowerplantsdepending
on the competition I want to fly in.
Cheers, Barrie.
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AVIATION and AEROMODELLING HIGHLIGHTS FROM AN AMERICAN VISIT, 1985 Part 5 . 1 Graham Lovejoy

I VISIT THE AMA MODEL MUSEUM AND DISCOVER A TREASURE TROVE

Quite early on in my visit to the USA, I had obtained the address of the AMA, (Accademy
of Model Aeronautics) the governing body for model aeroplane flying in America. I knew
their headquarterswas locatedatReston,Virginia, and I recalled that theyhadamuseum
which I thought I might visit. I found out from Bryan and Jenny that Reston was on the
way to Dulles International Airport, only a few miles away and when shortly afterwards
I received a letter from Arnold in which he mentioned a recent article in "Aero-modeller"
featuring the AMA Museum, I decided that now was the time to check this out.
Accordingly, one lovely Fall morning, Tuesday, 15th. October, 1985 to be precise, I set
off in the trusty Chevy Nova to Reston.

While wandering among these delights and somewhat in a daze, I was approached by
amanwho introduced himself as Hurst Bowers, one of my aeromodelling "Heroes!" The
receptionistmust havementioned that I was fromN.Z., andwespent some time chatting.
He and a few others donate their time to setting up the museum and they accept and
catalogue gifted items. Many of these were obtained from the Russ Barrera collection
and many others have been donated, but are not yet displayed due to lack of time and
space. They have begun a library of books and magazines but this was in the fledgling
state, though still very impressive. I could have stayed there all day!

When Hurst found that I was interested in Rubber Scale, he suggested that I contact the
DC Maxecuters, a club specialising in Rubber Scale Models. They were based in the
Washingtonareaand theyhadameetingscheduledat the museum later that year,which
I subsequently attended.

Many models were suspended from the roof, models of all types and sizes from small
scalemodels tomagnificent radio control scaleones.Vintagemodelsof coursewerewell
represented. Some replicas, but in many cases the originals were there, like Gordon
Lights l957 Wakefield trophy winning model and the original Kovel Grant KG1freeflight
gas model, recently restored by its original builders. A great array of modelling
accessories, engines, and unopened kits from the l950s were displayed almost in
random fashion. For example, one could see a Dyna-jet among many gas engines, old
and new, and beside that was an unopened "Comet" Zipper kit, vintage R/C gear etc.

Some displays had a theme. There was a case containing books, plaques and original
models of Charles Hampton Grant, one of the pioneers of the early years; another
displayed Bill Winter's models, many of themRubber Scale and, oh Joy!, a large display
of Cleveland kits and completedmodels. I had long wanted to see a Cleveland kit/model
after seeing the advertisements in old copies of ‘Model Airplane News‘ but there was a
bonus - the museum had just received several boxes containing some of the original kit
prototypes, designed and built by Ed. Packer back in the 1950s. They were to be
displayed at the forthcoming Maxecuters meeting and volunteers co-opted to restore
them!

I recall that perfect clear Fall morning with a beautiful blue sky and orange and yellow
leaves on the trees, truly a gorgeous day. After an inadvertant trip to Dulles Airport when
I didn't turn off the access way on to 267 West, I finally reached the AMA Museum and
HQ. It was most frustrating, travelling on a parallel course to the correct road which was
only a few yards away, but inaccessible as I was on a road with no turn offs!

However.....
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AVIATION and AEROMODELLING HIGHLIGHTS FROM AN AMERICAN VISIT, 1985 Part 5 . 2 Graham Lovejoy

The AMA HQ is situated in an industrial complex in pleasant surroundings. The building
is very new and most impressive and it houses the offices of the AMA executive and the
museum. My initial impression on entering the building was most favourable as I was
greeted in a very courteous and friendlymanner by the receptionist,who pressed intomy
palm an envelope containing brochures describing the AMA and aeromodelling
generally,(but not, unfortunately, her phone number!). On entering themuseum proper,
I felt like a kid in a candy store!

One enters onto a balcony which overlooks a triangular room in which a multitude of
models and modelling memorabilia are displayed. Many models were suspended from
the roof and one looks out on these from the balcony. As most of you know, I am keen
onRubberScale and Iwas in seventhheavenas therewere somanyof this typeofmodel
displayed. Many I recognised from magazine articles and advertisements and in many
cases, they were the original prototypes.

Rubber Scale was well represented,but other areas were not neglected. Some beautiful
R/C Scalemodels were on show aswell as R/Cmodels of various types, including a wall
display of Pylon models. What captivated me was a Kenhi Buzzer D, Rudderbug and a
design by Dick Schumaker, called Rudolph the Red-nosed R/C, Control-line models
were not as numerous, though two stunters were prominent, plus many speed models
from earlier times, however I am sure that there are many more in storage and no doubt
displays are changed from time to time.

Photography is allowed and quite acceptable photos can be had without a flash unit. I
used ASA 200 or 400 colour print film and also slide film of unremembered ASA rating,
and had very few duds. I would thoroughly recommend a visit to the AMA Museum and
HQ to anyone interested in modelling, and it is a great chance to meet American
modellers, both staff and visitors.

As I mentioned earlier, I was invited to a meeting of the DCMaxecuters which was to be
held at the AMA museum on the 4th. December, only a week or so before I left for N.Z.
I arrived early and had another good look aroundwhile other peoplewere arriving. When
themeeting was called to order for the business which took about fiveminutes! Then, on
to the purpose of the meeting which was to inspect the somewhat dilapidated Cleveland
kit prototypes with the aim of restoration.

Members were asked if they would like to restore a model or models, and to choose
something they felt happy working on. Some models were virtually complete, just
needingawindshieldorundercarriage leg fairingattached,whileotherswere trulybasket
cases. Formany, copies of the original planswere available,making things a little easier.
I was surprised that no rigid restoration rules were applied and the degree of retention
of originality was left to the individual.
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AVIATION and AEROMODELLING HIGHLIGHTS FROM AN AMERICAN VISIT, 1985 Part 5 . 3 Graham Lovejoy

Models included a variety of Rubber Scale subjects from the normal to the outlandish! Try a 6 ft span Rubber Scale
Boeing 247D twin engined air-liner, structure hopelessly shredded and missing some vital bits. A very nice Hughes
H-1Racer and Supermarine S6B Floatplane took my eye, but my heart was captured by an exquisite Aeronca C-2
Floatplane of around 16 ins span. The original workmanship was superb, but the structure hadwarped badly in places
and thewingwas broken. Hurst sawmy interest and remarked that it was a pity I was not staying as I could have taken
it away and rebuilt it. What a temptation to stay - only one of many actually. I ended up joining the Maxecuters and
am very pleased to be a part of a club which caters for my special interest and which is so active. I receive 'Max-Fax',
their clab bulletin, and am staggered at the inventiveness and ability of these guys.

My trip to the U.S.A. taught me many things. I was privileged to meet so many people, some involved in my interests
of modelling and music and some not. All were courteous, pleasant and helpful, the same as people are everywhere
really. The State of Virginia holds a special place in my heart as a place of great beauty, friendly people and a place
where all of my interests were catered for in so many ways. A place to which I would like to return. For the present,
however, you lot will have to put up with me!

Happy flying,
Graham Lovejoy.
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FOUR AUSTRALIAN DESIGNS see pages 19 - 22

SUPER HATCHET
Vintage FF Power / RC Duration
Australian Model Hobbies July 1949

SKYROCKET 1957
Nostalgia FF Power / RC Classical Duration
Model News July / August 1957

PIPER CUB 1960
RC Scale Texaco
Model News Dec 1960

ECLIPSE
FF Classic Duration / RC Classical Duration
Model News Oct-Nov 1965
"ECLIPSE F.A.l. Mk. ll Described by Ford Lloyd
The accompanying plan is the latest variant of an original
design by Victorian Peter Nash.Some 7 or 8 Eclipses have
been built over the past few years and it is a tribute to the
design that all have trimmed out wth the minimum of fuss,
and have figured prominently in Victorian and Nationals F/F
events. RonGreeves recently won the Victorian F.A.l. champs using this design. The
original model was powered by an 0S.Max 15 motor and under the old 15 second
motor run rulehadavery fast climbusingauto-rudder toachieveagood transition from
power to glide. Later examples were powered with Cox motors and the design
presented now has a Super Tiigre G15 and it is interesting to note that, apart from a
faster climb, no unwanted flight characteristics have shown up and the faster speed
gets the model over the hump without recourse to auto-rudder or other gadgetry".

"ACCLAIMED AS THE MOST POTENT MODEL AT
PRESENT FLYING IN VICTORIA . . . . Geoff Pentland’s
“Skyrocket”

Geoff, the present
holder of theAustralian
Flying scale Championship, has put over 5
years’ developmental work into this design.
Since his first win in the Victorian power
championships in 1951 he has won or been
placed in every contest of any importance held in
Victoria since that date".

The article introducing the SH details the development of
duration flying techniques, working
through Bassett, Koval, Grant and
Goldberg before stating the design
philosophy of the design. Nowhere
is the designer's name stated,
although the article is signed Managing Editor who at the
time was W.Evans. Aspect ratio is claimed to be 13 in the
article, but I make it more like 9.5 - even so, such a
wingform puts it in FooteWesterner territory andmakes the
design worth considering for Duration and Texaco events.

A quick one for the
newly-introduced
Scale Texaco event
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SUPER HATCHET Australian Model Hobbies July 1949
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SKYROCKET Geoff Pentland Model News July/Aug 1957
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ECLIPSE Peter Nash Model News Oct-Nov 1965
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PIPER CUB Noel Shennan Model News Dec 1960
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FROG ENGINES Continued A History by Chris Murphy Part 2.a

The 250D was a reliable slogger, quite popular for
early R/C use, but it failed to make much impact on
the contest field and was rapidly eclipsed in
popularity by the ED Racer and Elfin 249. The Frog
150entereda toughmarket, for apart from theearlier
and well established Mills 1.3, it had to compete
against the Allbon Javelin and Elfin 149 diesels that
were introduced thepreviousyear, andwouldshortly
face serious competition from the ED Hornet. The
1.5ccmarketwasa largeone, though, andwith1.5cc
as a competition class limit, and the increasing
growth in C/L, there was strong demand for engines
in this capacity.TheFrog150held itsown-beingboth

competitively priced-well made-and with less
variation in performance between examples than
othermakes - theElfin149beingquite variable in this
respect, as was the ED, whereas the Allbon Javelin
was both light-and bordering on fragile in use.

The 150 proved a very sound design-and was
incrementally improved over the years-remaining in

production for some 25 years till the end of the Frog
engine range in the early mid-1980s. A glow version

was produced in small
numbers (Fig 13).

A period of steady
production followed with
plenty of R&D going on at
Merton behind the
scenes. This was to bear
fruit in the form of the
diminutive Frog 50 diesel
(Fig 14.) in 1952 to

capitalize on the demand for 0.5cc diesels that
followed the appearance of the Allbon Dart and ED
Baby. In appearance a miniature Frog 150, the Frog
50Mk1was by far
the smallest of the
new 0.5 class
diesels but
proved less than
friendly tooperate
and was prone to
shaft breakage. It
never achieved much market penetration. The
redesigned Mk2 and Mk3 versions (Fig 15) were
much better handling engines although again sales
were never in the league of the Allbon Dart and ED

Baby. Proof that
there was
n o t h i n g
i n t r i n s i c a l l y
wrong with the
design is
evidenced by the
e x c e l l e n t

handling and performance of the Ian Russell Rustler
‘Tadpole’ 0.25cc replica of the Frog 50 Mk1 (Fig 16)
The diminutive size of the Frog 50 is apparent when
placed beside a DC Dart of the same nominal
capacity (Fig 17).

Next to appear was the innovative Frog 249BB (Fig
18) which proved to be everything the earlier 250D
was not. Compact, powerful and available, it offered
near Oliver performance albeit at the expense of
very high fuel consumption and requiring very highly
nitrated fuel to do so. But unlike theOliver, you could
buy it at your local model shop and there was no 18
month waiting period!

13
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FROG ENGINES A History by Chris Murphy Part 2.b
A later modified version initially produced for the US
market (Fig 19) delivered 10% more power and
quickly became the default production model
249BB. It remained in production for another 20
years!

1955 also saw the introduction of the Mk2 version of
the Frog 500 with thicker mounting lugs and head
flange, plus a ball thrust race at the crankshaft web
and a Vandervell sintered bronze bearing bush.

1956 saw the Frog 149 Vibramatic (Fig 20) though it
is difficult to work out why IMA produced it other than
to jumpon the reedvalvebandwagon thatBritishand
Europeanmanufacturerswere chasing at the time. It

was slightly
more powerful
than the first
model Frog 150
but later 150
m o d e l s
outperformed
it. Not a true
reed valve, it
still operates on

the same principle: crankcase depression lifting a
thin shim valve off its seat against the tension of a
light return spring. The only advantage over the 150
seemed to be reduced fuel consumption. A glow
version was also produced, but only developed
about 2/3 the power of the 149 diesel.

The Frog 80 diesel (Fig 21) arrived in 1957 and
superseded the less than stellar Frog 50 model, the
latter then being dropped from the range. Initially
fittedwith anO-ring sealed contra-piston, as used by

both McCoy and OK in the USA, it entered a market
already dominated by theMills 75 and AllbonMerlin.
UK modelers did not warm to the O-ring setup-and
the Mk2 version had a conventional lapped contra-
piston. The Mk2 version of the 80 also formed the
basis of the later Frog 049 glow, released in 1959
(Fig 22)

1958saw theappearanceof both theFrog150R (Fig
23), an improved ‘racing’ variant of the 150
characterized by a very short piston and blue
anodised head, and a completely new version of the
Frog 100 based on the 150R crankcase and bottom
end (Fig 25). This followeda trend startedbyAMwith
the AM10 and 15 where the same basic design was
used for the 1cc and 1.5cc capacities, an idea also
adopted by DC with the Sabre and Mk2 DC Spitfire,
and JBwith the 1cc Bomb and 1.5cc Atom. This new

Frog100hadquite radical porting comparedwith the
150andprovedbothpowerful andhigh revving.Both
these newmodels remained in production right up till
the endof theFrogengine line, althoughheadstyling
and colour changed over the years.

1959 was the start of the 049 glowplug engine
revolution in the UK with several manufacturers
introducing baby glow engines in this size to
compete with the new Cox imports from the UK,
especially RTF C/L models. DC, AM, Keilkraft and
IMA all leapt on to the band wagon from mid-1959
onwards. In IMA’s case they stole a march on their
competitors by hitting the market first in July 1959
their offering of the Frog 049RG, a glowplug
derivative of the Mk2 Frog 80 diesel which proved
rather disappointing. None of these indigenous UK
049 glow offerings proved terribly inspiring and the
manufacturers got their fingers burnt when the
market evaporated. UK modelers were steadfastly
wedded to the diesel, except for 1/2A FF power
where Cox had themarket sewn up. DCmanaged to
keep the lackluster DC Bantam in production for
another decade, so there was at least some residual
market interest.
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FROG ENGINES A History by Chris Murphy Part 2.c
1958-61 saw the fruits of further R&D by IMA and a
passing fixation with drum valve induction. This first
appeared in the 3.5cc Frog 349 (Fig 24) the largest
diesel in theFrog range. It was available in both plain

bearing and
single ball race
variants, and
also with an RC
carb. These
proved quite
useful for C/L
combat and for
p o w e r i n g
medium sized R/
C models. The
next variation on
the theme,
introduced in

1961 was the 1.5cc drum valve Frog Viper (Fig 25),
a twinBBdrumvalve racing diesel aimedat the team
racing scene and competing directly with the
recently introduced ED Super Fury. A severely
detuned plain bearing glowplug version, the Frog
Venom (Fig 26) was also introduced being aimed
squarely at the sport flyer and beginnermarket. Both
did not last long on the market and as a result are
highly sought after by collectors today.

Theearly 1960swasa timeof upheaval in theUK toy
and leisure markets with collapses, mergers,
takeovers and all the other upsets that occur during
a time of market readjustment. Considerable
acquisition and restructuring went on within Lines
Bros at this time and one of the outcomes was the
decision to cease manufacture of the Frog engine
range. AA Hales, the main distributors found there
was still good demand and purchased the tooling

and rights from Lines Brothers and sought another
manufacturer.

This occurred around 1964 - the new manufacturer
was Davies Charlton limited. Quite what they
thought aboutmanufacturing a rangeof engines that
would be sold in direct competition with their own
products, is something we’ll doubtless never know
and the Frog range continued on till the mid 70s
before quietly fading away with little fanfare.
Towards the end of manufacture, the smaller
members of the diesel range (80, 100 and 150)
appeared with a DC Quickstart style spring starter
system, and nevermissing amarket opportunity, DC

also indulged in ‘badge engineering’ by selling their
own DC Wasp 049 glow as the Frog Venom, tarted
up with a red tank and head fins (Fig 26).

This remained available into the early 80s is the last
engine to appear in the Frog range. AA Hales, by
now a subsidiary of the Lines Bros organization,
continued tomarket the engines separately fromDC
whose own ‘Quickstart’ range was competing
directlywith theFrog enginemodels andwhomerely
manufactured the Frog engines under contract.

DC-made Frog engines can be identified by a letter
at the beginning of the serial number, whereas IMA-
made ones had only digits. DC also made minor
alterations over the years. The 150 head shape
changed from the original onion shape to one similar
to the third version of the Frog 100, and both 100 and
150models ended up with screw in hexagonal head
prop bolts. Internally, some changes were made as
well. The DC-made Frog 150 was by reputation the
most powerful of the various 150 models made over
the years and sought after for Midge speed.
Interestingly, the last advert the author could locate
for Frog engineswas in theSeptember 1972 issue of
Aeromodeller but this is no indication of whether
production was still occurring. It shows the 249BB
and 349, implying that the full range of Frog diesels
was still available via AAHales and that stocks were
still available. Bearing in mind that AM diesel
production had ceased by this date, and the supply
of ED diesels was at best patchy, the only serious
market competition would have been the PAW
range. It is also worth noting that the following year
DC reintroduced the 2.5cc DC Rapier to the market,
suggesting that there was still a demand for 2.5 and
3.5 diesels. The consensus among collectors is that
Frog production by DC ceased around 1974. End
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RC LEADER BOARD to 17th July 2017
Vintage Precision 2017 Allan Knox 800
1. Allan Knox Lancer 45 Bob Burling 800
2. Don Mossop Bomber Nationals 799
3 Tony Chistiansen Playboy Blackfoot 798
4. John Ryan Simplex Nationals 797
4. Brian Harris Bomber Nationals 797
4. David Gush Miss FX Feb Rally 797
4. Graham Main Miss Trenton 3 Feb Rally 797
8. John Butcher RC-1 Blackfoot 793
9. Stuart Lightfoot New Ruler Blackfoot 793
10. Bryan Treloar Airborne Bob Burling 759

Vintage IC Duration 2014 R.Anderson 1308
1. Rex Anderson Playboy Nationals 780
2. Allan Knox Cumulus Champs 773
3. Bernard Scott Playboy Champs 770
4. Tony Chistiansen Playboy Blackfoot 759
5. David Gush Miss Fortune X Tuakau 751
6. David Thornley Bomber Champs 696
7. Bryan Treloar Airborn Champs 693
8. David Thornley Bomber Nationals 671
9. Bob McGrath Bomber Champs 629
10. John Ryan Simplex Nationals 230

Vintage E Duration 2014 B.Harris 1512
1. Brian Harris Bomber Nationals 960
2. Allan Knox Champs 914
3. Stuart Lightfoot New Ruler Feb Rally 880
4. Keith Trillo Stardust Special Champs 856
5 Bernard Scott RC-1 Champs 848
6 Tony Gribble Stardust Special Feb Rally 832
7. David Squires Kerswap Nationals 812
8. Wayne Cartwright Top Banana Nationals 803
9. Stuart Hubbard Cloudster Champs 709
10. Doug Baunton PB-2 Champs 707

Vintage 1/2A Texaco 2017 A.Knox 2580
1. Allan Knox Skipper NDC 101 2580
2. Bernard Scott Stardust Special Champs 2274
3. Rex Anderson Playboy Tuakau 1303
4. John Ryan Simplex Nationals 1030
5. Keith Trillo Skipper Champs 633

Vintage A Texaco 2016 A.Knox 3169
1. Allan Knox Lancer 45 NDC 112 3132
2. John Butcher Miss Fortune X Tuakau 1860
3. Bernard Scott Simplex Champs 1852
4. Bryan Treloar Airborne NDC 112 1844
5. Ian Munroe Simplex Bob Burling 1838
6. Graham Main Simplex Tuakau 1179
7. Rex Anderson Cloud Snooper Nationals 1173
8. David Squires Miss Fortune X Nationals 592

Vintage Open Texaco 2014 J.Butcher 3320
1. Allan Knox Lancer 45 Champs 1852
2. Bernard Scott Playboy Snr Champs 1849
3. Bob McGrath Bomber Champs 1480
4. Ian Munroen TD-Coupe Champs 1380

Vintage 1/2E Texaco 2017 K.Trillo 3415
1. Keith Trillo Stardust Special Champs 3415
2. Wayne Cartwright Arrow Nut Tuakau 2739
3. John Butcher Miss FX Tuakau 2402
4. Allan Knox Lancer 38 Champs 2387
5. Tony Gribble Benny Boxcar Feb Rally 2292
6 Rex Anderson Tomboy Nationals 1770
7. Dave Crook Tomboy Feb Rally 1476
8. Bernard Scott Bombshell Champs 1467
9. Bryan Spencer Slicker Tuakau 1383
10. Angus MacDonald 8-Ball Tuakau 1241

Vintage E Texaco 2012 W.Cartwright 3325
1. John Butcher RC-1 Tuakau 2560
2. Allan Knox 5 Foot Gas Model NDC 113 2442
3. Keith Trillo Stardust Special Feb Rally 2584
4. Rex Anderson Kerswap Nationals 1860
5. Doug Baunton PB-2 Feb Rally 1838
6. Wayne Cartwright Cruiser Tuakau 1772
7. Tony Gribble Bomber Feb Rally 1718
8. Dave Crook Bomber Feb Rally 1142
9. David Squires Miss Fortune X Nationals 462
10. Angus MacDonald 8-Ball Feb Rally 264

Vintage E Rubber Texaco 2017 J.Butcher 3480
1. John Butcher Gollywock Feb Rally 3480
2. Wayne Cartwright Lanzo Stick Tuakau 3290
3. Keith Trillo Yonder Feb Rally 3088
4. John Butcher Gollywock Nationals 2700
5. Doug Baunton Skokie Nationals 1507
6. John Warner Moth Nationals 1208
7. Graham Main KK Gypsy Feb rally 1142

Classical Precision 2016 B.Harris 598
1. David Squires Crowbar Feb Rally 593
2. Brian Harris Humbug Nationals 575
3. John Warner Eliminator Nationals 574
4. Barrie Russell Popsie Champs 523
5. Bernard Scott Raider Champs 519
6. Don Mossop Madcap Nationals 514
7. David Thornley Satellite Champs 510
8. Jonathon Shorer R6-B Champs 502
9. John Butcher Mini Tyro Nationals 325

Classical IC Duration 2017 D.Thornley 1150
1. David Thornley Satellite Champs 1150
2. John Butcher Mini Tyro Nationals 6

Classical E Duration 2014 B.Harris 1217
1. Don Mossop Texan Nationals 900
2. Brian Harris Humbug Nationals 860
3. Dave Crook Dixielander Tuakau 835
4. Bernard Scott Frisco Kid NDC 107 810
5. David Squires Crowbar Tuakau 565
6. John Warner Eliminator Nationals 433
7. John Butcher Mini Tyro Nationals 96

Classical 1/2E Texaco 2017 B.Scott 2864
1. Jonathon Shorer Jumpin' Bean Champs 2751
2. Tony Gribble Jumpin' Bean Tuakau 2824
3. Bernard Scott Jumpin' Bean Champs 2600

Vintage Scale Texaco 2017 A.Knox 2232
1. Allan Knox Megow Cub Bob Burling 2232

Tomboy IC 2015 R.Anderson 1432
1. Keith trillo Champs 1116
2. Bryan Treloar Champs 770

Tomboy E 2014 S.Grant 1935
1. Keith trillo Champs 1411
2. Angus MacDonald Blackfoot 880
3. Bryan Spenser Tuakau 872
4. Jonathon Shorer Champs 852

New results in red. Leader Board records in italics.
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FF LEADER BOARD to 17th July 2017

CATAPULT GLIDER 2012 J.Butcher 339
1. David Ackery Vartanian Nationals 229
2. Ron Magill Mayn Nationals 199
3. David Gush Mayn Nationals 198
4. Paul Lagan Hervat Nationals 184
5. John Butcher Hervat Nationals 179
6. Daniel Warner Ignotum Nationals 112
7. Kyla Fisher Hervat Nationals 86
8. Bernard Scott Vartanian Nationals 30

VINTAGE FF POWER Bain / Scott 540
1. Rex Anderson Stratostreak Nationals 5

NOSTALGIA FF POWER Bain / Scott 540
1. Bryce Gibson Dixielander Nationals 226
2. Peter Wilkson Dixielander Nationals 158
3. Rex Bain Near Miss Nationals 5

VINTAGE FF GLIDER 2013 R.Anderson 427
1. David Ackery Cumulus Nationals 360
2. Rex Anderson Odeman Nationals 246
3. Kyla Fisher Nord 2 Nationals 127
4. John Butcher Skyroamer Nationals 56

SMALL POWER 2016 B.Scott 353
1. Rex Anderson Stratostreak .020 Nationals 276
2. Bernard Scott Dixielander .049 Nationals 264
3. Rex Bain Shaboom Nationals 229
4. John Butcher Kerswap Nationals 40

NOSTALGIA FF RUBBER McGarvey / Scott 540
1. William McGarvey Arcanus Nationals 360
2. Bryce Gibson Obscurus Nationals 92

VINTAGE FF RUBBER McGarvey / Koerbin 540
1. Bryce Gibson Airsail Ascender Nationals 67

NOS / CLASSIC FF GLIDER 2015 M.Evans 470
1. Moira Vincent Kiwi 2 Nationals 199

PRECISION 2014 G.Burrows 411
1. Bernard Scott Tomboy Nationals 139
2. John Dowling KK Pirate Nationals 135
3. John Butcher LuLu Nationals 132
4. Peter Wilson Tomboy Nationals 128

New results in red. Leader Board records in italics.
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REAL VINTAGE ! From an age when hats were compulsory

Ethel had arranged for a Responsible Gentleman, a Mr Hilter,
to ensure no ill befell her Lady Friends, and had wisely obtained
Protective Headgear for all those over the Age of Consent.
Now, Members of the Dunningham Ladies Tea Circle were poised
to enjoy the thrill of Rubber-Powered Model Aviation.
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MISCELLANEOUS

BUNNY Winter...time to make more rubber lube.
Water, glycerine, soft green
soap, and a dash ofmy own
secret ingredient ...
powdered ginger root !

ICON 159: Tomato Sauce Dispenser
Once common on the tables of eateries around the country, the plastic tomato sauce dispenser is now a
threatened species. As the fad of sitting on pavements drinking expensive coffee and obstructing pedestrians
spreads further south each year, this iconic dispenser is now to be found only in unsophisticated rural areas and
Tauranga. Its faux-crystal replacement is a poor substitute, having none of the sensuous squishiness of the big,
red, and often sticky, plastic tomato squeeze bottle.

from AEROMODELLER ANNUAL 1954-5 ....

A comparison of contest entries during the years that the Annual has been
appearing reveals a somewhat alarming fall in numbers. Whereas in 1948
and 1949 figures of around four hundred were not too many to expect for
a popular decentralised event, today it is almost unknown for half as many
to record their times, whilst figures of under one hundred are becoming
normal. At a time when aeromodelling as a hobby is booming this would
seem to be a contradictory trend.We know, statistically, that there aremore
keen aeromodellers in this country today than, say, five years ago, but the
drift is away from competition flying towards sports flying, scale models,
radio control and indeedall thosebranchesof thesport that demandsmaller
and less elaborate flying fields. That we feel is the crux of thematter. At one
time every club, whatever its size, boasted a flying field of its own, but today
with a reduction in the number of open spaces available to aeromodellers
such luxury is far frombeing the case.Many clubs canonlymeet at a central
venue arranged by their area, so that those jolly days flying in the local park
seem to be gone for ever, and with them a degree of the local spirit of
camaraderie that made club life so enjoyable. We would urge every club
therefore that still enjoys its own flying ground to guard it zealously, look
upon it as a treasure that cannot be replaced.


